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Jingle Bells
While everyone else is cuddling at
home in warm throws and fluffy
socks, here we are in Miami, all
sandals out and ready to party for
the last and most glamorous design week of the year! Come Monday, and we’ll see flocks of New
Yorkers hunting the sun down
here in South Florida. But not only
the sun, art and design as well, in
their most authentic and refined
expressions for world class shows
DesignMiami/ and Art Basel. S2H
clients will also offer world class
events to meet with the style requirements. Laufen will open
the week with a preview of their
newest collections, Sonar by Patricia Urquiola and The New Classic by Marcel Wanders. Launched
on Dec 3, don’t miss your visit at
their Ironside location to discover
Impressoes a Brazilian Swiss project involving the Brasilea Foundation. Interni, the iconic design
magazine will be in town too for

a talk about art and architecture,
featuring Piero Lissoni, and Nasir
Kassamali. Then on December 6
and 7, Maisons du Monde will host
a series of events to celebrate the
opening of their first US flagship
store in Wynwood; a grand opening party hosted by lifestyle bloggers Dabito and Justina Blakeney,
founder of the Jungalow, a scavenger hunt throughout Miami
and an influencer’s brunch. Once
this is over don’t think we have
had enough. Not at all! On Dec
13, we will be hosting the opening
of Society Limonta’s U.S. flagship
store, the Italian linen brand that
will offer elegant and understated
luxury home decor items such as
textiles to the Miami audience.
Come have some prosecco with
us at the Brickell City Center and
enjoy a night of shopping that may
help you find the cashmere throw
to finally cuddle at home and welcome the awaited Holidays after a
quite busy December!
Sarah Hamon,
CEO and founder of
S2H Communication
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Meanwhile
IN PARIS

December is shorter than any other month in France since everyone
needs to be ready for a long Christmas break. It’s going to take a
while before January comes because our clients are still busy prepping
for their Holidays. CitizenM opens a new hotel on Copenhague, Made
in Design celebrates a golden Christmas, Lignes de Démarcation
launches a new coffee table book about designer Jean-Michel Buffet,
Maison Saulaie opens a holiday gift list in its most desirable website
while Rinck introduces new high end pieces of furniture tailored for the
US market.
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December
ROUND UP
Society Limonta
Welcome to the family
Society Limota will open it’s first U.S
store at the Brickell City Center on
December 13 from 6-8 p.m.
S2H Communication is proud to announce
its collaboration with Society Limonta. The
Italian linens manufacturer was founded
in 2000 to create innovative home couture
solutions, exploring a range of colors and
processes for table, bed and bathroom
sheets, as well as a limited line of indoor
and outdoor garments. Driven by a passion
and love for design and quality, Society
Limonta constantly experiments with new
ways of making their products.
701 S. Miami Ave., Miami, FL 33130

Maisons du Monde
Grand Opening Events
Maisons du Monde’s Grand Opening
Party will take place on December 6 from
8-10 p.m.
Maisons du Monde is hosting a series of
Grand Opening events beginning December 6 to introduce the brand to the
neighborhood. A Grand Opening celebration will take place December 6 with a VIP
Cocktail Hour hosted by Domino Magazine,
Justina Blakeney and Dabito. The following
day, Lonny Magazine, alongside the famed
influencers, will host a VIP Influencer
Brunch at the brand’s brick and mortar
store. Starting December 6, Maisons du
Monde is giving Miamians a chance to win
gift cards to the new Wynwood location in
a 3 day scavenger hunt with clues given
out by Miami’s best influencers!
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2450 NW 2nd Ave., Miami, FL 33127

december
ROUND UP
Maison Sarah Lavoine
Winter Collection
Maison Sarah Lavoine launches her 2018
Winter Collection right before the end of
the year, noting Slavic culture and the
sense of magic this time of year brings.
Elegant and refined, the curves recalling
those of Slavic architecture can be found
on the collection’s pillows, Christmas
ornaments and table linens. These range
of products created are rich in shimmering
fabrics and suave colors such as; «Rouge
Royal», Pink, «Orage», and of course «Bleu
Sarah».

WantedDesign
WantedDesign co-founders, Odile
Hainaut and Claire Pijoulat, honored with the insignia of «Chevalier of the Order of Arts and
Letters»
‘’We are very honored and proud to be
part of the 2018 promotion receiving the
prestigious title of Chevalier de l’Ordre
des Arts et des Lettres.” This is one of the
highest French distinction that recognizes
our contribution and our commitment to
serve and promote French Culture, and
especially Design, Creativity and Savoir-Faire, in the U.S.
“We feel highly grateful, and hope we will
be able to trigger more French American
cultural exchanges and friendship in 2019
and beyond. » say Hainaut and Pijoulat.
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december
ROUND UP
Laufen
From Basel to Brasil

Swiss bathroom manufacturer Laufen
and the Culture and Arts Foundation
Brasilea presented the third edition
of the Impressões – an art project
that combines design innovation with
the production of Saphirkeramik. The
arised sculptures were showcased at
the Laufen showroom in Miami during
Miami Design week, 5-9 December
2018.
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SPOTLIGHT ON
Ponant Cruises • Studio Jean-Philippe Nuel

LE CHAMPLAIN, a new cruise ship for Ponant, designed by Studio Jean-Philippe Nuel
The CHAMPLAIN, the second of a fleet
of six new vessels named after famous
explorers is marked by unique decoration
that is expressive of the sea. Designed by
Studio Nuel, the ship’s interior architecture
features wooden battens and screen walls
that seamlessly express this specific identity, and the carpeting, fabrics and decorative objects that are similarly inspired by
the same marine and ethnic spirit.
With a length of 131 meters over 7 decks,
and an area of approximately 54895
square feet, Le Champlain’s unique character - whose size allows for exclusive
anchorages - is enhanced by a less formal
interior design blending luxury with nature.

About Studio Jean-Philippe Nuel:
Jean-Philippe Nuel, after working all over the
world, affirms his intention to work in the United
States, opening his studio in New York City. It
was thanks to his pivotal meeting with New
York-based interior designer Sandy Despres that
created this opportunity.
Nuel first created his studio in Paris 20 years ago.
Largely acclaimed for his talent to create original
atmospheres for high-end luxury hotels, his name
is now synonymous with 4- and 5-stars hotels
worldwide. With a roster of clients gathering the
biggest hotel groups such as Marriott, Hilton,
Accor, Starwood, Ascott and Intercontinental,
Nuel has proven over the years his ability to bring
his own signature and personality to an industry
that often has too many standards.

Combined with the luxury of a contemporary universe and a more sober maritime
luxury - a symbol of the French art of living.
he chromatic palette is inspired by a variation of sea greens reminiscent of the different seas and oceans around the world.
Le Champlain is part of the overall identity
of the Ponant brand in an endless search
for elegance.
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Product
Spotlight
Alba by Oluce

The concept of Alba starts with a very
simple element: the designer’s imagination
was inspired by a drop of water – which
she puts to use in different ways, depending on the model. References to the world
of nature, with soft shapes contrasted with
square lines, together with the use of a
satin brass finish, combine to create Alba,
a family with a strong visual impact.

The New Classic by
Laufen

Sinuous lines and rounded “feminine”
forms are the expression of a new language that enters the world of Laufen
to expand its range of offerings for an
increasingly discerning, erudite and global target. “What we have sculpted in this
collection is a poetic experience. The bathroom is a place reserved for relaxation,
rejuvenation and true peace. Therefore the
design of everything plays a crucial role
in making the connection with the human
spirit in this intimate, private space,” says
Marcel Wanders.
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Product
Spotlight
Oscar by CTO Light
This elegant and discreet floor light is
stunning to use within an interior with its
movable glass globe. Slightly lightly larger
than its table version, it gives a wonderful
diffuse glow whilst the cast and machined
base in solid and strong.

ABAC by Jean-Philippe
Nuel
ABAC is a wall lamp with round and
soft lines that combines the functions of
reading lamp and table lamp. The shell
evokes the fluidity of lifting a veil which
reveals light. This element turns around
a central axis for an intuitive and sensorial use. The axis also helps to guide
the reading lamp. An independent and
fixed backlight draws a halo of light
along the periphery of the lamp which
seems to take off from the wall to offer
a misty aura.
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Product
Spotlight
Cherry by Petite Friture

The Australian duo designers Daniel ·
Emma signed CHERRY a simple and minimalist pendant lamp ; an aluminum cone
with a bottomed sphere. They manage
to create a subtil light, encreased by the
plexiglass and the shimerring CHERRY.
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STYLES
Snowed In

It’s the most wonderful time of the year! These December days have us dreaming of
winter wonderlands, staying in with loved ones, and cozying up in your comfort space.
The series of products that follow are sure to bring you warmth - with cool tones of
blues, frosted hues and candlelight, and fuzzy textures while your snowed in.

Valthorens Collection – Maisons du Monde, Candle Torch by Andreas Engesvik – Petite Friture,
Winter Collection – Maison Sarah Lavoine, Gold Travel Candles by Brooklyn Candle Studio –
WantedDesign, Serendipity – Melogranoblu, Adije – Ateliernovo, Nodier – Maisons du Monde,
Cosy Blue Collection – Maisons du Monde, Neptune Collection – Society Limonta

STYLES
Natural Chic

Cozy up with the earthy ambiances of woods, terracottas and natural hues. These
picks are sure to bring a little bit of the world’s outdoor wonder to your everyday life.

Bardo Industries – Wanted Design, Bénédicte Magnin-Robert - Ateliernovo, BuzziSpace – Cory
Groser, Plum Home Set – Society Limonta, Lucid – CTO Lighting, Coral Sands Hotel – Atelier De
Yavorsky, Emma & Gray Collection - Maisons du Monde, Tubercule - Petite Friture, Miss Bloom
Collection – Maisons du Monde
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A Bit About Us
Founded in 2009 by Sarah Hamon, S2H Communication is an international press and communication
agency based in Paris and Miami (USA).
S2H Communication was established

on the clients’ needs.

to serve the diverse public relations

With a stellar reputation, S2H Commu-

and communications needs of the art

nication is a company with the skill set

and design community around the

to take any idea and transform it into

world.

an internationally successful campaign.

As a boutique agency, S2H Communication takes pride in the ability to

PARIS . MIAMI

connect with its clients on a personal

www.s2hcommunication.

level. Each company member feels a
sense of responsibility for your brand
and your vision, so everyone is always
responsive and attentive to your needs.
S2H Communication’s passion, tenacity, and knowledge of the environment
allows the company to push all limits
and deliver exceptional results based
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